Active WebCam

Active WebCam is powerful surveillance and camera management software, which provides simultaneous recording and broadcasting from unlimited number of cameras.

Installed on a small office server this software brings unique solution that lets take complete control of surveillance cameras and watch them from anywhere using any Internet browser; no plug-ins or downloads required.

The program has motion detection feature that performs various tasks, when it triggered, like: playing-back alarm sound, e-mailing motion images, uploading video on external FTP server, recording video, speeding up the recording frame rate, and much more.

Active WebCam is best choice to record video over a long time period and playback it remotely through Internet or local network. The recording as well as broadcasting can be password protected that all video and audio are scrambled and cannot be watched without valid password.

Features

- Broadcasting live video up to 30 frames per second
- Multiple cameras support. Simultaneous recording and broadcasting from unlimited number of cameras.
- Dynamic IP Service, that gives a permanent internet address whenever server's IP address changes
- Captions and timestamps
- Uploading snapshots and video clips to FTP server
- Web access to cameras and video clips from anywhere, without special viewing application
- Broadcasting audio
- Recording encrypted and password protected video clips
- Recording video clip when motion detected
- Checking the available space on hard drive and auto delete the oldest video file if there is no available space.
- Live Recording that allows rewind and playback video content at any time
- Providing encrypted and password protected transmission
- Controlling camera's Pan, Tilt, and Zoom
- Sending email if motion detected
- Running a program when motion detected
- Creating motion snapshots
- Scheduling tasks like: recording, detecting motion, and FTP uploading.
- Limiting number of viewers
- Protect with password from unauthorized usage
- Manage users and groups
- Video Conversion tool that helps convert video clips from one format to another

Areas of Application

- Buildings
- Offices
- Shopping malls
- Warehouses
- Industrial Zones
- Hotels
- Banks
- Traffic surveillance
- Parking Lots
- Fraud prevention in gambling halls and casinos

How Active WebCam works

Active WebCam is a software application, which is installed on a computer connected to the local network. The software receives video content from network cameras and broadcasts it to remote viewers. The administrator can assign access rights to users who are then able to access, view, and record live video from anywhere on the local network, and Internet.

System Requirements

Active WebCam is designed to operate on the following system:

- Intel® Pentium® at least 400MHz
- Microsoft® Windows® 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, or XP
- 32MB RAM (64 MB recommended)
- 20 MB hard disk space